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I* PURPOSE

These instructions are intended to serve as a guide for operators of the
vehicle-mounted TU-5-A gamma ray logging unit, in obtaining quantitative
bore hole logs.

II. SCOPE

The instructions cover preliminary and operating procedures. No attempt
has been made to cover equipment maintenance or trouble shooting procedures
in detail. In cases of equipment malfunction or other difficulties not
covered herein, communicate with the Geophysical Services Branch, Grand
Junction. Do not attempt unauthorized repairs in the field.

III. PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES

III-A. Vehicle Check

1. Make certain that vehicle contains ample fuel, lubricant and
coolant.

2. Determine that engine .is operating properly under normal
conditions.

3. Proceed to logging site. At the site, lower vehicle tail gate,
unfasten and swing the adjustable boom into position over the
hole, and clamp it into place if necessary, so that the cable
and cable head will hang plumb over the hole.

4. Set hand brake or electric parking brake.*

*Note: Use of the electric parking brake, if the vehicle is so equipped,
is recommended for positive parking on all grades. To ENGAGE: turn dash
board toggle switch ON and pump foot brake until tight. To DISENGAGE:
turn toggle switch to OFF position and pump foot brake until free or normal.
Under no circumstances should vehicle be moved with electric brakes engaged.

III-B. Engaging 110-volt AC Power Generator

1. Depress clutch pedal while applying foot brake.

2. Shift transmission lever into neutral position.

3. Shift underdrive lever (transfer case) into neutral position.

4. Shift transmission lever into high (3rd) position.

5. Engage power take-off lever.

6. Release clutch pedal.

7. Front axle drive shift lever can be left in either position.

8. The power generator should now be functioning smoothly.
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III-C. Equipment Warm-Up

1. Occupy operator's seat and check to see that POWER SWITCH on
extreme left end of instrument rack is on generator position.

2. Engage GENERATOR OUTPUT switch/circuit breaker on the primary
power supply panel.

3. Adjust HAND THROTTLE until the vibrating-reed frequency meter
indicates 60 cycles per second. The voltmeter should now in-
dicate approximately 117 volts. Maintain 60 cps throughout
the logging operation.

4. Turn on the ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT and DRIVE MOTOR circuit
breaker switches. The CONVENIENCE OUTLETS circuit breaker
switches can also be engaged if required.

5. Turn on the RATEMETER line switch (Note: This switch, and
also those mentioned in item 6 below, have adjacent pilot
lamp indicators which should glow when the switches are
engaged.)

6. Make certain that the 400 CYCLE VOLTAGE CONTROL knob is at
the zero position. Next, turn on the 60 CYCLE LINE switch on
the probe power supply panel. Wait approximately one minute
and then engage the 400 CYCLE LINE switch.

7. (a) For Brown Recorder: Open front door of recorder and
swing out the recorder element. Turn on INSTRUMENT
POWER switch on the rear of the element and return
element to its original position. Turn on the PEN DRIVE
(upper) switch, on the face of the recorder element. Do
not engage CHART DRIVE (lower) switch at this time.
Leave pen suspended, off chart paper. Close recorder door.

(b) For Leeds and Northrup Recorder: Turn LINE switch (on
top front of recorder case) to ON position. Open re-
corder door and turn on PEN DRIVE switch. Do not engage
SELSYN (chart drive) switch at this time. Leave recorder
roller in DOWN position. Close recorder door.

8. Remove guard cap from cable head and lubricate threads with
special silicone grease (Dow Corning No. 4, white) to help
make a water tight seal. Remove end plug from probe to be
used, and attach probe to cable head. Since the connecting
threads between probe and cable head are quite fine they tend
to wear rapidly; therefore check to see that the fastening is
secure. To make a water tight seal between probe and cable
head apply a coat of rubber-to-metal cement (supplied with tool
kit), then wrap the connecting joint first with rubber tape
and then with plastic electrician's tape (Scotch No. 33).

9. Insert the probe into the STANDARDIZATION SLEEVE so that guide
hole is UP (see IV-A-1).



10. Slowly and cautiously turn the 400 CYCLE VOLTAGE CONTROL knob
clockwise. On first moving the knob the voltage will surge
and then decline. The knob must be turned slowly so that this
surge does not exceed 66 volts. After the decline, adjust the

knob so that the voltmeter reads 66 volts. The adjacent MILLI-
AMMETER should read 130 115 milliamps.

U. The probe should be allowed to warm up for at least 5 minutes
in the STANDARDIZATION SLEEVE.

12. Adjust the HAND THROTTLE to bring the frequency to 60 cycles,
as determined by checking the FREQUENCY METER.

13. Adjust the control knobs on the ratemeter so that the ATTEN-
UATOR and VERNIER are set to the proper probe plateau settings
(see IV-A(a)), the TIME CONSTANT selector is on 2 seconds, the
RANGE switch is on X30, and the FUNCTION switch is on the
OPERATE position. The ratemeter MILLIAMMETER and RECORDER
PEN should now be indicating counts0

14. Standardize the recorder twice a -day by the following procedure
(first make certain that the ratemeter FUNCTION switch is in
the OPERATE position):

(a) Brown Recorder: Open RECORDER DOOR and swing out recorder

element. Depress RELAY CONTACT several times. This
should cause recorder pen and fly wheel to adjust to the
standard position and remain there. When standardized,
further depressing of contact will produce no motion in

pen and fly wheel.

(b) Leeds and Northrup Recorder: Open door on recorder and
twist STANDARDIZATION knob clockwise several times. This
should cause pen to adjust to standard position. When
standardized, repeated turning of knob will not produce
motion in pen carriage.

15. If RECORDER fails to standardize:

(a) Make sure a positive contact was made when the relay was
manually depressed in the recorder standardization cir-
cuitry.

(b) Check BATTERY INDICATOR and replace 1-1/2-volt battery
in recorder if required0

16. Clean and fill pen and let it make contact with recording chart.

17. Turn FUNCTION switch on ratemeter panel to zero. Pen and
ratemeter should both read zero. Use the ZERO ADJUST
knob on the RATEMETER to adjust the pen and meter to zero
position, if necessary.

18. Check tracking of recorder daily, as follows:
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(a) With FUNCTION switch on zero position there is no input
to the ratemeter circuit, and the meter pointer should
indicate exactly zero. If not, adjust to zero by care-
fully turning screw on front of meter case0 This me-
chanically aligns the pointer with the zero graduation
on the meter face.

(b) Set FUNCTION switch to operate position0

(c) Place RANGE switch to X3 or X10 and adjust position of
probe in STANDARDIZATION SLEEVE to obtain a deflection
between 0.9 and 1.0 on the ratemeter. Pen should move
correspondingly.

(d) Return FUNCTION switch to zero0

(e) Set TIME CONSTANT switch to 8 or 16 seconds.

(f) Check to see that RATEMETER MILLIAMMETER and RECORDER
PEN indicate same reading. This can be done by placing
one hand on the RECORDER ROLLER KNOB, turn FUNCTION
switch to operate position and, as milliammeter of rate-
meter advances from zero to equilibrium position, quickly
rotate the chart paper an inch or two as pointer crosses
the major divisions on the meter.

(g) If, after examining the above record, it is found that
the recorder pen and milliammeter do not coincide, loosen
locking nut on TRACKING CONTROL and rotate shaft in ap-
propriate direction. Repeat step (f) above0  Adjust
shaft until recorder tracks ratemeter0 Re-lock tracking
control.

IV. OPERATING PROCEDURE

The following discussion will cover procedures for obtaining the standard-
ization, backgroungI, in-hole, and post-logging portions of the gamma-ray
log. During these operations all pertinent data such as the date, unit
number, operator, probe number, attenuator and vernier settings, time con-
stants, and ranges used, should be recorded neatly on the chart paper ad-
jacent to the log being made0 Additional data for the in-hole portion of
the log should include company and property name, the hole number and loca-
tion, depth drilled, diameter, bore hole media and depths, and logging speeds
used. During the ascent of the probe, footage marks at 50 foot intervals
should be noted on the chart paper0 Use the log heading as a guide for re-
quired identification and calibration data; remember the log is useless
unless those data are recorded.

IV-A. Probe Plateau

All of the probes assigned to the TU-5-A logging system are operated
on plateau, i.e0, the response level of the system remains unchanged
even though minor gain fluctuations may occur within various com-
ponents of the system. Each TU-5-A unit that is assigned to field
operation is furnished with:
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(a) A list of assigned probes, their standardization values,
attenuator and vernier settings, and K factors,. all on a

3 x 5 card placed inside the recorder window;

(b) Probe plateau graphs for each probe; and

(c) Calibration runs for each probe on Test Hole N-3 at GJ00.

Under normal circumstances the logging operator should experience
very little trouble with malfunctions due to shift in the response
level. If such a shift is suspected, check the probe plateau as
described in the Appendix.

IV-B. Standardization

1. During unit calibration in Grand Junction a standardization
reading is made for each of the assigned probes. This stan-
dard value should remain constant. Any shift in this value
can be attributed to one of the following:

(a) A change in background count rate.

(b) A response-level shift.

(c) Radon contamination of the probe.

2. Since the standard value is used as a reference it is very im-
portant that it be properly checked and recorded before and
after each hole is logged, as follows:

(a) Set FUNCTION switch at 0.

(b) Adjust ZERO ADJUST knob so that pen coincides.with zero
line on chart paper.

(c) Manually rotate chart about one inch to produce a record
of the zero pen position.

(d) Turn FUNCTION switch to operate position, RANGE switch
to X10, and TIME CONSTANT to 16 seconds.

(e) Wait at least 80 seconds (5 times the TIME CONSTANT) then
slowly rotate chart paper manually to obtain about 2 inches
of standardization record.

(f) This chart reading of the standardization on the X10 rage
must not vary more than one small scale division (10 cps)
above or below the value furnished for the specific probe
being used.

(g) Re-set FUNCTION switch at 0.

(h) Make a post-standardization zero record by manually ro-
tating chart paper about 1 inch. Do this without adjusting
ZERO knob.
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(i) The post-standardization zero value must not deviate
more than one small scale division (10 cps) from the
original zero obtained in IV-B-2-(c) on the X10 range.

IV-C. Background Procedure

1. Remove the probe from the standardization sleeve and suspend
it over the hole.

2. Adjust the probe vertically so that the probe tip is approx-
imately 6 inches below the hole collar. This is done by
placing the WINCH toggle switch in the LOCAL position, de-
pressing either the UP or DOWN button (depending on direction
of travel required), and then turning the SPEED CONTROL knob
clockwise. The farther clockwise it is turned the faster the
probe will travel; motion is stopped by bringing the SPEED
CONTROL knob back to zero. If the operator cannot see the
hole from his seat,. or needs to be at the collar of the hole
to manipulate the probe, he can control the winch drive motor
by the REMOTE CONTROL PADDLE. The winch toggle switch must be
put into the REMOTE position and the SPEED CONTROL must be off
zero for any motion to take place. To stop the travel either
release the remote control paddle button or (if using LOCAL
control) touch the STOP button on the panel; It is advisable,
for safety, always to return the SPEED CONTROL knob to zero after
an operation involving cable movement.

3. With the probe tip at the proper depth and the ODCZ4ETER toggle
switch in the RESET position, spin the COUNTER RESET wheel
until the ODCETER registers zero. Then, while firmly grasp-
ing the reset wheel in one hand, switch the ODOMETER toggle
to the OPERATE position.

4. Record pen zero on the chart paper as outlined inStandard-
ization Check Procedure, Steps IV-B-2-(a) through IV-B-2-(c).

5. Set FUNCiTON switch on operate position, RANGE switch on X10
and TIME CONSTANT on 4 seconds. Wait 20 seconds (5 times the
TIME CONSTANT) and manually rotate chart paper about one inch
to record background count rate at hole collar.0

6. Repeat pen zero record as in Step IV-B-2-(h). Remove pen
from chart paper.

7. Probe is now ready for entry into hole.

IV-D. In-hole Logging Procedure

1. The ratemeter controls should be set so that the hole can be
scanned as the probe is being lowered into the hole. These
settings should be: TIME CONSTANT 1 or 2 sec., RANGE X10 or
X30, FUNCTION switch on OPERATE position. The correct ATTEN-
UATOR and VERNIER settings assigned to the probe being used
should be checked visually to see that they are set at the
proper values.



2. With the drive motor switch in the LOCAL Position, press the
DOWN button and advance the SPEED CONTROL knob clockwise0
Take care that the probe is not allowed to descend too fast,
so as to prevent backlash of the cable on the winch drum if
the probe should encounter an obstruction in the hole. This
can be avoided if the operator places the fingers of his left
hand lightly against the cable, as it passes from the level-
wind mechanism of the drum under his seat. This permits hila
to feel the cable tension and to stop the cable immediately
if it slackens.

3. During the probe descent, the operator should make written
or mental notes of the intervals and amplitudes of anomalies
that might indicate ore grade material, so that on the return
trip upward he need log only those intervals of significance.
Alternatively, the entire hole can be logged if desired0

4. After reaching the bottom of the hole depress STOP button on
winch drive panel and return SPEED CONTROL to zero0 Record
the hole depth, then bring the probe to the depth at which
the log is to start. Place the FUNCTION switch on zero and
allow the pen to rest on the chart paper. Adjust the ZERO
CONTROL as needed.

5. Manually rotate the RECORDER ROLLER until the pen is on an
appropriate footage mark on the chart paper, so that it will
be on a heavy horizontal chart line when the ODCMETER reaches
zero, i.e., the hole collar.

6. Place the RANGE selector on the position which will contain
the maximum amplitude of anomaly, the TIME CONSTANT on 2
seconds and the FUNCTION switch on operate.

7. (a) Brown Recorder: Turn on the CHART DRIVE (bottom) switch
on the face of the recorder while firmly grasping the
COUNTER RESET wheel.

(b) Leeds and Northrup Recorder: Turn on SELSYN (chart drive)
switch at top of recorder while firmly grasping COUNTER
RESET wheel.

8. Place the CONSTANT SPEED INDICATOR toggle switch (located
above the recorder unit) on the range for 2 feet per minute
(10 feet per minute of not logging an ore zone).

9. Check FREQUENCY METER and 400 CYCLE PROBE VOLTAGE, and adjust
if necessary in accordance with III-C-12 and III-C-10.

10. Start winch drive motor by engaging UP button on winch drive
panel and advance SPEED CONTROL until the CONSTANT SPEED
INDICATOR reads 2 ft./min. This speed should be maintained
throughout the logging in a potential ore zone, by means of
the SPEED CONTROL knob0 A stop watch is furnished with each
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unit so that the operator can check the accuracy of the CON-
STANT SPEED INDICATOR in the field, by timing the rate of
cable movement as shown by the ODOMETER. If the CONSTANT
SPEED INDICATOR needs adjustment, loosen the lock nut on
the corresponding speed indicator shaft (adjacent to the in-
dicator meter) and turn shaft right or left as required (by
trial and error) until indicator reads 2 fto/min., mid-scale.
Re-lock nut after adjustment.

11. After the zone of interest has been logged, stop the winch
drive motor by depressing the STOP button on the winch drive
panel. Turn off CHART DRIVE switch on recorder, and remove
the pen from the chart paper.

12. Bring the probe up to the next zone of interest, if such
exists, and reposition pen on paper at appropriate footage,
then zero pen in accordance with IV-B-2-(a) through IV-B-2-(c).

13. Re-engage CHART DRIVE switch and proceed with logging as be-
fore, changing RANGE selector as required. Record all RANGE
changes.

14. Upon completion of logging all zones of interest, turn off
CONSTANT SPEED INDICATOR, CHART and PEN DRIVE switches, and
bring probe to the surface.

15. Zero the instrument as in IV-B-2-(a) thru (c).

16. Wipe probe clean.

17. Repeat Step IV-C-5 to obtain post-logging background count
rate at collar. Compare with original background using tol-
erance limits as established in Step IV-B-2-(i).

18. Insert probe into standardization sleeve and repeat operating
procedure as in steps IV-B-2-(a) through IV-B-2-(i). Compare
the before and after logging standard values to see that they
fall within tolerances established in Step IV-B-2-(f)0

IV-E. Post-Logging Procedure

If hole is to be re-logged with same probe, proceed as above in
Steps IV-C-1 through IV-D-17. If another hole is to be probed or
the days activities are to be terminated, proceed as follows:

1. Turn off the following switches in the order listed: CONSTANT
SPEED INDICATOR: CHART DRIVE, PEN DRIVE and RECORDER LINE
SWITCH on the Recorder: on the probe power supply panel turn
400 CYCLE VOLTAGE CONTROL knob to zero, and the 400'CYCLE LINE
SWITCH and 60 CYCLE LINE SWITCH to OFF: RATE METER LINE
SWITCH on the rate meter panel: and on the primary power
supply panel turn off CONVENIENCE OUTLETS, DRIVE MOTOR9 ELEC-
TRONIC EQUIPMENT and GENERATOR OUTPUT circuit breaker switches.
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2. Secure the probe for transport.

(a) If vehicle is to be moved only a short distance to an-
other hole on the same logging site, boom should be
locked and probe can be inserted and carried in the stan-
dard sleeve. Care must be taken to avoid mechanical
shock to the probe when transported in this manner.

(b) For extensive cross country or highway travel always
place probes in vertical probe rack. To avoid breaking
water tight seal between cable and cable head, clamp
probe securely with cable head attached, leaving enough
cable loose so that no strain will be exerted on the
cable connection. If tail gate of vehicle is to be
closed for highway travel, secure boom with appropriate
clamps and let down top gate very carefully to avoid
damage to cable. The rubber molding around window
should protect cable during travel.

3. Return vehicle controls to normal driving positions (includ-
ing release of electric brake).

4. In areas of extreme low temperatures, remove pen and ink bot-
tle to avoid freezing.

5. If vehicle is to be parked in field for extended period of
time (overnight) without engine running, turn electric brake
control to OFF position (but do not pump foot brake) so as
not to drain battery. Brake will stay locked until released
by pumping foot brake, barring cylinder leakage.

6. Each operator should have the assigned unit washed and cleaned
inside periodically, as well as having standard lubricating
services performed. Good housekeeping of the vehicle is an
essential adjunct of good logging procedure, and maintenance
of the precision equipment and acquisition of sound radio-
metric basic data.



APPENDIX

Probe Plateau Check

1. Insert probe into STANDARDIZATION SLEEVE making sure it is resting
with the tip against the bottom end of the sleeve. Orient the probe
so that the small hole in the probe cap (normally used as a spanner
wrench socket) is facing UP.

2. Zero recorder as in III-C-17. Allow pen to contact chart.

3. Place RANGE switch on X10, TIME CONSTANT selector on 8, and FUNCTION
switch on operate.

4. Put ATTENUATOR switch on position 64 and VERNIER control on 25. Wait
at least 5 times the TIME CONSTANT, (for pen to come to equilibrium)
then record the counts per second for these positions by advancing
recorder chart paper manually about one-half inch.

5. Advance the VERNIER knob 25 divisions and repeat procedure of record-
ing count rate for ATT 64, VER 50.

6. Repeat procedure for ATT 64, VER 75, then advance ATTENUATOR switch
to 32 and turn VERNIER to 0.

7. Follow this procedure until all positions of the ATTENUATOR and VERNIER
are recorded. The end result should be a stair-stepped log of the
count rates at each of the positions. Make sure to record the ATTEN-
UATOR and VERNIER values for each step throughout the procedure as
indicated on the Plateau Log example, fig. 1.

8. Plot the counts per second value corresponding to each increment of
ATT and VER on 2-cycle semi-log orange graph tracing paper, use the
linear scale for the ATT and VER settings (highest numerical ATT
value at the left) and the log scale for the cps values. Orienting
the graph so that the cps scale is vrtical, the plotted curve should
show a minimum value at the left, rl'sing rapidly to a nearly level
plateau section, and then again climbing rapidly as the ATT settings
decrease numerically. (Graph paper suitable for reproducing the
curves is available as stock item No. 7542-83 from the Lucius Pitkin
warehouse, Grand Junction) Figure 2 is an example of the curve obtained
by blotting the data shown in figure 1.

9. The plateau should have a nearly-horizontal span of at least two com-
plete ATTENUATOR settings (or 8 increments of 25 VERNIER divisions in
all). The count rate from maximum to minimum over this span should
not vary more than 20 cps. (The plateau graph for probe 5A-23 as
illustrated in figure 2 exceeds the minimum limits defined in this
section).

10. If the curve fits the above requirements, select the mid-point of the
plateau and use the correspprfding ATT and VER settings for probe
operation when setting up the ratemeter for logging.
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